
LEARNER PROFILE:   
KNOWLEDGEABLE

Encourage your child to read a nonfiction book about a

topic of their choice to become more knowledgeable

about that topic !  For younger readers , read the book

with them !

Ask your child what they became more knowledgeable

about during this school year .

With only on month left of the school year and state

testing right around the corner , we thought this would be

the perfect month to focus on the learner profile attribute

of being KNOWLEDGEABLE !

Being knowledgeable means that you explore knowledge

across many different subject areas and make

connections !

Here are some ways you can help your child become

knowledgeable at home :

If your child is being knowledgeable at home , give them

recognition on our IB Learner Profile Student Action

padlet by going to the following link :

https ://padlet .com/bgower3/eaadppsvi2c3o1l6
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We want to see examples of how your child

demonstrates the attributes of the IB learner

profile this summer ! !

Each Monday of summer break , the Running

Springs Instagram account will feature one of

the IB learner profile attributes along with

ideas for how your child can demonstrate

that attribute .

Take photos of your child demonstrating the

learner profile attribute of the week and

email them to lsaldivar@orangeusd .org along

with a brief description !  Each week on

Friday , we 'll feature your photos on our

school 's Instagram account !

Bonus :  Students who participate by sending

in photos will be invited to a special popsicle

party when we return to school in the fall !  

https://padlet.com/bgower3/eaadppsvi2c3o1l6


Our TK students are starting their last unit of

inquiry of the school year , and it 's perfect for

spring !  This unit of inquiry is part of the

transdisciplinary theme Sharing the Planet, and
the central idea is , "People can grow what they

need to feed their bodies ."

Provocation
IB units of inquiry generally start with a

provocation , which is an activity that sparks the

students '  interest in the unit and engages them

in the learning .  The provocation for this unit of

inquiry is that the students are going to try to

sort foods based on which ones are grown and

which ones are manufactured .  This activity will

also help uncover any misconceptions the

students may have about the food we eat .

How People Grow Their Food
The students will begin by focusing on learning

about how food grows .  They 'll learn about what

plants need to grow , the plant life cycle and

which parts of the plant we eat .  For example ,

carrots are a root and lettuce is leaves .

 

How Food Gets to Our Homes
Once students understand how our food is grown ,

they 'll explore how it gets from the farm to the

grocery store and eventually to our homes .

Healthy Food Choices
Understanding how to make healthy food choices

is important for students '  growing bodies .  The

kids will explore the different food groups and

how each one contributes to a balanced , healthy

diet .  We want the kids to feel empowered to

make healthier food choices .

Learning Through Books
The students will use picture books to help them

learn about where our food comes from and how

we can make healthy food choices . Some books

that the kids will read in this unit of inquiry are

Plants That Feed Me, Yummy: Good Food Makes
Me Strong and The Enormous Turnip .   
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IB SPOTLIGHT:  TRANSITIONAL KINDERGARTEN (TK)

Running Springs is a candidate school* for the International Baccalaureate (IB) Primary Years Programme and pursuing authorization as an IB World School.
IB World Schools share a common philosophy—a commitment to improve the teaching and learning of a diverse and inclusive community of students by
delivering challenging, high quality programmes of international education that share a powerful vision.**

*Only schools authorized by the International Baccalaureate can offer any of its four academic programmes: the Primary Years Programme (PYP), the
Middle Years Programme (MYP), the Diploma Programme or the IB Career-related Certificate (IBCC). Candidate status gives no guarantee that authorization
will be granted.
**Mission Statement from the IB
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